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COMPREHENSION PASSAGE 
 
PASSAGE 1  
 
In his insatiable greed for material things and physical comforts, man has 
ruthlessly exploited natural sources. He has killed animals for meat, skin and 
entertainment. He has cut trees for paper, fuel and furniture. He has uprooted 
plants for food and medicines. He has dug the ground for precious stones and 
minerals. He has not spared even the oceans and the sky. The result is clear 
from the signs of devastation all around. Air is poisonous and so is water. The 
disasters like Tsunamis, Katrina and Rita have rendered millions of people 
homeless around the globe. This is the direct outcome of global warming. 
Thousands of species of animals and birds like passenger pigeons, moa, quagga 
and dodo have disappeared and many are on the verge of extinction. 
Therefore, we human beings, must realize the significance of the signals nature 
is giving us in forms of flash floods, storms and hurricanes. We must control 
our greed to master nature. We should stop felling trees and let the forest cover 
increase. It will ensure the safety of animals and birds that serve us in many 
ways. We should try to save underground water. We should ensure that vehicles 
on roads do not add to the air pollution. 
 
1. A. Choose the option which is correct or most appropriate. 
i. Natural resources are being used _____________________________ 
a. discriminately     b. indiscriminately 
c. ruthlessly      d. none of the above 
 
ii. Too much exploitation of natural resources is ___________________ 
a. good      b. bad 
c. destructive     d. desirable 
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iii. Tsunamis, Katrina and Rita are _____________________________ 
a. film actresses     b. the name of the sea storms 
c. ordinary girls     d. oceans 
 
iv. Global warming leads to _________________________ 
a. natural disasters     b. earthquake 
c. accidents      d. violence and aggression 
 
1. B. Complete the following sentences. 
i. Man has uprooted plants __________________________________________ 
ii. Many species of animals and birds __________________________________ 
iii. We should try to _______________________________________ 
iv. Nature gives us signals __________________________________ 

 
PASSAGE 2 
Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow. 
Gravitation is described from the point of view of a universal law. This implies 
that gravitational force should behave in similar ways regardless of where you 
are in the universe. Gravitation is the force of attraction that exists between any 
two objects that have mass while gravity is the force which exists between a 
planet and any other body. The more mass they have, the greater the force of 
attraction. The closer they are, the greater the force of attraction. For most 
objects you get near every day, the force of attraction is very small because your 
mass and the mass of your pencil are small. We only get noticeable amounts of 
gravity when at least one object is very massive like a planet. The force of 
attraction between you and the planet Earth is noticeable force. We call the 
force of attraction between you and the Earth, your weight. Weight is another 
name for the force of gravity pulling down on you or anything else. The formula 
is an inverse square law for radius of separation. This means that if you double 
the separation you quarter the force, or if you cut the separation in half you 
quadruple the force of attraction. If you double a single mass, you double the 
force. If you cut one of the masses in half, you cut the force in half. But if you 
double both masses you would quadruple the force. 
 
2. A. Answer the following questions. 
i. How should the gravitation force behave? 
ii. What do you understand by gravitation? 
iii. What do you mean by weight? 
iv. What happens when you double the separation? 
v. What happens when you cut one of the masses in half? 
vi. Find a word in the passage which means ‘be alive’. 
vii. Give the adjective form of ‘attraction’. 
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WRITING SECTION 
 
1. Write a letter to your friend inviting him/her to your birthday party. 
 
2. You are a student of DAV Public School. You have lost your English Literature 
book in the school campus. Write a notice. 
 
3. Write a letter to your brother who has grown very weak. Suggest ways how 
he can improve his health. 
 
4. You are Suhail/Sadaf, a student of New Era School. You have found a water-
bottle in the school playground. Draft a notice for your school notice board.   
 
5. Write a paragraph on the following topics- 

• Delhi Pollution 
• Traffic Jam 
• Prevention is better than cure 

 
 

GRAMMAR 
 

ERRORS & OMISSIONS 
 
1. The following passage has not been edited. There is one error in each line. 
Write the incorrect word and the correction in the answer sheet against the 
correct blank number. 

Incorrect  Correct 
In April 12, 1961, major Yuri Gagarin    (a)________ ________ 
become the first man ever to venture   (b)________ ________ 
in space. He did not know for certain    (c)________ ________ 
beforehand that he is to be chosen.    (d)________ ________ 
The Russian had three possible candidates   (e)________ ________ 
ready but although Gagarin was first    (f)________ ________ 
in the list, the choice was not definitely   (g)________ ________ 
made until an early morning of April 12.   (h)________ ________ 
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2. In the sentences given below one word is missing in each line. Write the 
missing word against the correct blank number.      

Missing Word 
a. He had dark eyes / curly hair.     ______________ 
b. Shyam was about to open / door.     ______________ 
c. In the city, life / very difficult.     ______________ 
d. / sun lies at the centre of the solar system.   ______________ 
e. He gave the book / me.      ______________ 
 
 
3. In the passage given below one word is missing in each line. Write the 
missing word with the word that comes before and the word that comes 
after it against the correct blank number. 
 

Before  Missing  After 
The boys at last saw Ramu’s pet 
 
cat. The cat was big and did not    (a)_____   __________  _____ 
 
like at all. But for Ramu    (b)_____   __________  _____ 
   
was a very special creature    (c)_____   __________  _____ 
  
and had decided that this time    (d)_____   __________  _____ 
 
he would not let anyone harm. It   (e)_____   __________  _____ 
 
was surprising how every pet that had,  (f)_____   __________  _____ 
 
vanished. One day found the cat   (g)_____   __________  _____ 
 
missing. He asked the boys where was.  (h)_____   __________  _____ 
 
Although they had hidden the cat, they 
 
said they knew nothing. 
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4. In the passage given below one word is missing in each line. Write the 
missing word against the correct blank number. 
 

Before Missing After 
a. Tommy, the dog wanted grow     _____ _______ _____ 
b. horns like Gori, cow. Actually     _____ _______ _____ 
c. one day Tommy ran after Gori. Gori    _____ _______ _____ 
d. scared him pointing her horns.     _____ _______ ____ 
 
 
 
5. The following sentences have not been edited. There is an error in each 
line. Write the incorrect word and the correct word against each line. 
 

Incorrect Correct 
a. Summer holidays give us the      _______ ________ 
b. lot of time to relax or rest.      _______ ________ 
c. For I, summer holidays mean     _______ ________ 
d. spending time by my Grandma     _______ ________ 
e. who lives on a village called Shamli.    _______ ________ 
 
6. There is an error in each sentence. Identify the error and write the correct 
word in the space provided.       
          Incorrect Word   Correct Word 
a. Sunanda is a intelligent girl.      a. ___________      __________ 
b. The whole class were absent.     b. ___________      __________ 
c. Please bring I some water.      c. ___________        __________ 
d. The princess look charming      d. ___________       __________ 
e. You are junior of him.       e. ___________       __________ 
f. She is a tallest of the two.      f. ___________       __________ 
g. That is theres house.       g. ___________       __________ 
h. These is nice projects.       h. ___________       __________ 
 
7. In the following passage one word has been omitted in each line. There is a 
slash (/) where the word has been omitted. Write the omitted word in the 
space provided.          
          Missing Word 
a. The crowd greeted / Chief Minister.    a. _________ 
b. Mohini / the best student in this class.    b. _________ 
c. This door is made / wood.      c. _________ 
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d. People loved Gandhiji / his simplicity.    d. _________ 
e. People love / live in this city.       e. _________ 
f. Birds fly / the sky.       f. _________ 
g. A thing of beauty is / joy forever.     g. _________ 
h. The Sun sets / the west.      h. _________ 
 

JUMBLED SENTENCES 

6. Re-arrange the jumbled words to form meaningful sentences. 

1. ship violently the storm rocked the 
2. masterpiece artist painstakingly the his worked at 
3. gift free a Dad offered firm by the was 
4. I read paper in the burglar been caught had the that 
5. nightfall began cricketers the at their piercing calls 
6. wore a hat he of coconut made fibre his on head 
7. parts many coffee popular in world the is very of 
8. cave could explore not they torch the without a 
9. the storm shed damaged the was during 
10. the dog James talking sat next to himself to 
 

IDIOMS 
7. Write the meaning of these words and make sentences. 
 
a. to let off 
b. to look forward  
c. to spill the beans  
d. to make out  
e. it is raining cats and dogs  
f. to eat like a horse  
g. on cloud nine 
 

PHRASES 
8. Frame sentences using these sentences. 
a. action speaks louder than words 
b. all good things come to those who wait 
c. all things are difficult before they are easy 
d. a friend in need is a friend indeed 
e. a stitch in time saves nine 
f. haste makes waste 
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                   O;kdj.k 
fo’k; & milxZ   

uke ----------------------   jksy u0-------------------  fnaukd----------------dk;Z &izi= %1 &                                                   

 

iz0-1- fuEufyf[kr milxkZsa ls nks&nksa “kCn cukdj fyf[k, & 

vuq & ----------------   -----------------         izfr &----------------   -----------------    

vo & ----------------   -----------------        v/k &----------------   -----------------    

vi  &----------------   -----------------         ij & ----------------   -----------------     

vk  & ----------------   -----------------         dk&  ----------------   -----------------     

ijk &  ---------------   -----------------         lq &  ----------------   -----------------     

iz0-2-fuEufyf[kr “kCnksa esa ls milxZ vkSj ewy “kCn vyx &vyx djds fyf[k, &  

      “kCn                milxZ                       ewy “kCn 

1- vuqdwy  ----------------------            ----------------------- 

2-vuqeku ----------------------            ----------------------- 

3- vieku           ----------------------            ----------------------- 

4- viokn   ---------------------            ----------------------- 

5-voxq.k             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

6- vorkj           ----------------------            ----------------------- 

7- vo”ks’k             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

9- vktUe               ----------------------            ----------------------- 

10-vkthou              ----------------------            ----------------------- 

11- ijk/khu             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

12-ijkHko           ----------------------            ----------------------- 

13- v/kidk            ----------------------            ----------------------- 

14- ijukuk             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

15- devDy            ----------------------            ----------------------- 

16- det+ksj             ----------------------            ----------------------- 
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fo’k; & izR;; 

 

uke ----------------- jksy u0-------------------   fnaukd------------------      dk;Z &izi= %2  

 

iz0-1- fuEufyf[kr izR;;ksa ls nks&nksa “kCn cukdj fyf[k, & 

vku& ----------------   -----------------         vkbZ  &----------------   -----------------    

vkoV& ----------------   -----------------       dkj &----------------   -----------------    

vkdk  &----------------   -----------------       rk & ----------------   -----------------     

d & ----------------   -----------------        vkgV&  ----------------   ----------------    

rh&  ---------------   -----------------         vk &  ----------------   -----------------     

iz0-2-fuEufyf[kr “kCnksa esa ls izR;; vkSj ewy “kCn vyx &vyx djds fyf[k, &  

      “kCn                milxZ                       ewy “kCn 

1- lqukbZ              ----------------------            ----------------------- 

2- ?kcjkgV              ----------------------            ----------------------- 

3-  Fkdku            ----------------------            ----------------------- 

4- p<+ku            ---------------------            ----------------------- 

5- fy[kkoV             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

6- yM+kdk           ----------------------            ----------------------- 

7- >wyk                ----------------------            ----------------------- 

9- jsrh                ----------------------            ----------------------- 

10-mM+kdk             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

11- pVuh              ----------------------            ----------------------- 

12- Hkwyk              ----------------------            ----------------------- 

13-ikBd            ----------------------            ----------------------- 

14- ys[kd             ----------------------            ----------------------- 

15- izR;qidkj       ----------------------            ----------------------- 

16- cksyh    ----------------------            ----------------------- 

17- fpYykgV           ----------------------            ----------------------- 
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fo’k; & laKk ]loZuke vkSj fo”ks’k.k 

uke --------------------  jksy u0-------------------    fnaukd----------------  dk;Z &izi= %3  

 

iz0 & laKk ds Hksn Hkjdj rkfydk iwjh djks &  

 

1- --------------------------------------------    2-------------------------------------------  

3------------------------------------------------ 

iz0 & loZuke ds Hksn Hkjdj rkfydk iwjh djks &  

1- ---------------------------------------------       2------------------------------------------ 

3------------------------------------------------------       4------------------------------------------------ 

5----------------------------------------------------         6----------------------------------------------- 

 

iz0 & fo”ks’k.k ds Hksn Hkjdj rkfydk iwjh djks &  

1- ---------------------------------------------       2------------------------------------------ 

3------------------------------------------------------       4------------------------------------------------ 

 

iz0 & laKk “kCn igpku dj ml ij xksyk yxkvks vkSj Hksn fyf[k, \                                                  

    

   rktegy fo”o ds vtwcksa esa vkrk gS A ---------------------- 

   cpiu lcls vPNk gksrk gS A -------------------------------- 

   ogk¡ cPps [ksyus tkrs gSa A --------------------------------------- 

   eq>s cxZj lcls vPNk yxrk  gS A-------------------------------------- 

   i{kh mM+ jgsa gSa A -------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 iz 0 &  fn, x, “kCnksa ls Hkkookpd laKk cukb, & 

 

fe= &  --------------                            [ksyuk &-------------   

cPpk & -------------       gWluk &------------- 

viuk & -------------       eqLdku&------------- 

 ehBk & -------------      lp &------------- 

e/kqj &  -------------      cw<+k &------------- 

[kV~Vk &-------------      euq’; &------------- 

ltkuk & -------------      HkkbZ &------------- 

fy[kuk & -------------       nksLr &------------- 

lqanj & -------------      viuk &------------- 

nksLr & -------------       ijk;k &------------- 

Fkduk &-------------      dkyk &------------- 

dM+ok & -------------      yack &------------- 

dBksj &  -------------      xgjk &------------- 

pyuk&  -------------      eksVk &------------- 

ekuo & -------------         dfBu &------------- 

yM+dk& -------------            vPNk &------------- 

prqj & -------------        xje &------------- 

;qod & -------------                            gjk &------------- 
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fo’k; & dky vkSj fdz;k 

 

uke --------------------  jksy u0-------------------    fnaukd----------------  dk;Z &izi= %4  

 

iz0 & dky ds Hksn Hkjdj rkfydk iwjh djks &  

 

1- ------------------------------ 2------------------------------  3----------------------------------- 

 

iz0 &  deZ ds vuqlkj fdz;k ds Hksn Hkjdj rkfydk iwjh djks &  

 

1- ---------------------------------------------       2------------------------------------------ 

 

iz0- fdz;k “kCn igpku dj mldk Hksn fyf[k,&                                                 

1- xkSjo vke [kkrk gS A    ----------------------------- 

2-eSa ckt+kj x;k  A     -------------------------------- 

3-cPpk cSBk gS  A     ------------------------------- 

4-jhrk i= fy[krh gS A   ------------------------------- 

5- mlus vxys LVs”ku ij Qy [kjhns  A  ------------------------------- 

6- eSa O;FkZ esa Hkkxk A                 ----------------------------- 

7- brus esa vkneh fn[kkbZ fn,  A   ----------------------------- 

9- firkth us lkeku [kjhnkA          -------------------------------- 

10- vka/kh us vke fxjk fn,           ------------------------------------ 

11- isM+ ls vke fxj x,               ------------------------------- 
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fo’k;& dkjd 

 

uke --------------------  jksy u0-------------------    fnaukd----------------  dk;Z &izi= % 5 

 

1- dkjd fpg~u igpku dj mldk  Hksn dk uke vkSj ,d mnkgj.k fyf[k,&  

 

 

 

 

   dkjd fpg~u 

1- us  

2- dks  

3- ls ] dslkFk ] ds n~okjk 

4- dks ] ds fy,  

5- ls  

6- dk ] ds ] dh jk ] js 

jh  

7- esa ] ij  

8- gs ! vjs ! 

     Hksn dk uke ,d mnkgj.k 
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fo’k; &laf/k&nh?kZ laf/k 

uke --------------------  jksy u0-------------------    fnaukd----------------  dk;Z &izi= %6  

iz0 &  laf/k “kCn cukb, &                          laf/k foPNsn djks 

pj$vpj &  --------------                        pjkpj   &-----------  

Hkko$vFkZ & -------------       HkkokFkZ &------------- 

xt$ vkuu & -------------       xtkuu&------------- 

/keZ $ vkRek & -------------      /kekZRek  &------------- 

rFkk $ vfi &  -------------      rFkkfi&------------- 

lsok $ vFkZ &-------------      lsokFkZ &------------- 

f”k{kk $ vky;  & -------------    f”k{kky; &------------- 

n;k $  vkuan & -------------       n;kuan &------------- 

jfo $ banz & -------------      johanz&------------- 

vfHk $ b’V & -------------      vfHk’V &------------- 

dfi $ bZ”k &-------------      dih”k&------------- 

vf/k $  bZ”oj  & -------------       v/kh”oj  &------------- 

egh $ banz&  -------------      eghanz &------------- 

nsoh $ bPNk &  -------------      nsohPNk &------------- 

egh  $ bZ”k  & -------------         egh”k&------------- 

lrh $  bZ”k& -------------           lrh”k &------------- 

lq $ mfDr & -------------        lwfDr&------------- 

y?kq  $ mRrj  & -------------                    y?kwRrj&------------- 

o/kw$mRlo  &-----------                         o/kwRlo &----------- 
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fo’k; & vifBr in~;ka”k vkSj xn~;ka”k 

 

uke --------------------  jksy u0-------------------    fnaukd----------------  dk;Z &izi= % 7  

 

1& fctyh ds vk¡xu esa vEek pyrh gSa fdruh ryokj ! 

dSlh ped jgh gS fQj Hkh ] D;ksa [kkyh tkrsa gSa okj ! 

D;k vc rd ryokj pykuk  ek¡ ] og lh[k ugha ik,\ 

blfy, D;k vkt lh[kus vkleku ij gSa vk, A 

,d ckj Hkh ek¡ ;fn eq>dks fctyh ds ?kj tkus nks A 

mlds cPpksa dks ryokj lh[kk ds vkus nks A 

 

cPpk dgk¡ tkuk pkgrk gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ryokjsa dgk¡ py jgh gSa \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

okj [kkyh tkus ds D;k dkj.k gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

cPPkk fctyh ds ?kj D;ksa tkuk pkgrk gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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tehu dk foykse <w¡<dj fy[kks  ------------------------------ 

2&orZeku dky dks foKkiu dk ;qx ekuk tkrk gS A lekpkj i=ksa ds vfrfjDr jsfM;ks 

vkSj Vsyhfot+u Hkh foKkiu ds lQy lk/ku gSa A foKkiu dk ewy mn~ns”; mRiknd vkSj 

miHkksdrk esa lh/kk laidZ LFkkfir djuk gksrk gS Aftruk vf/kd foKkiu fdlh inkFkZ dk 

gksxk ] mruh gh mldh yksdfiz;rk c<+sxh A bu foKkiuksa ij /ku rks vf/kd O;; gksrk gS  

]iajrq blls fcdzh c<+ tkrh gSa Axzkgd tc vkd’kZd foKkiuksa dks ns[krk gS ]rks og ml 

oLrq fo”ks’k ds izfr vkd`f’kZr gksdj ml oLrq dks [kjhnus ds fy, ck/; gks tkrk gS A 

 
orZeku dky  esa  foKkiu ds dkSu & dkSu ls lQy lk/ku gSa \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

mRiknd foKkiuksa ij /ku D;ksa  O;; djrs  gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

foKkiu dk ewy mn~ns”; D;k gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

foKkiu dk xzkgd ij D;k izHkko iM+rk gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                          

 

 viuh ilan dk dksbZ foKkiu fy[kks \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3& isM+ & ikS/kksa ds lkFk ekuo dk iqjkuk laca/k gS A isM+ & ikS/ksa euq’; dh vusd 

vko”;drkvksa dh iwfrZ djrs gSa & “kqn~/k ok;q nsdj thfor j[krs gSa A  isM+ & ikS/kksa  ds 

vusd inkFkksaZ ij vusd mn~;ksx & /ka/ks vkfJr jgrs gS A okrkoj.k dks  “kqn~/k j[krs gSa 

]iznw’k.k dks jksdrs gSa A nqHkkZX;o”k ftl izdkj ouksa dks dkVk tk jgk gS ]muds dkj.k lw[kk 

] ck<+ ]Hkwdai tSlh izkd`frd foifRr;ksa dk lkeuk djuk iM+ jgk gS A o`{kksa ds egRo dks 

/;ku esa j[krs gq, gekjh ljdkj us ou & egksRlo dk dk;Zdze izkjaHk fd;k gS tks izfro’kZ 

tqykbZ ekg esa euk;k tkrk gS A 

 

isM+ & ikS/ks gekjs thou ds fy, D;k djrs gSa \      

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ouksa ds dkVus ls D;k nq’ifj.kke gksrk gS \ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ou egksRlo dc euk;k tkrk gS\ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 xn~;ka”k dk mfpr “kh’kZd nhft,\     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 lkSHkX;o”k dk foykse <w¡<dj fy[kks   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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lkfgR; % iqLrd&olar 

 

fuEufyf[kr iz”uksa ds mRrj nhft,%& 

 

1- fpfM+;k dks fdu&fdu pht+ksa ls I;kj gS \ 

2- dfork esa fpfM+;k dh fdu&fdu fo”ks’krkvksa ds ckjs esa crk;k x;k gS \  

3- fpfM+;k dks dfo us xjchyh fpfM+;k D;ksa dgk gS \ 

4- ysf[kdk brokj ds fnu D;k & D;k dke djrh Fkh\ 

5- ysf[kdk  dks p”ek D;ksa yxkuk iM+k Fkk\ 

6- vaMksa ds ckjs esa ds”ko vkSj “;kek ds eu esa D;k & D;k loky Fks \ 

7- ds”ko vkSj “;kek us vaMksa dh j{kk dh ;k uknkuh \ 

8- ds”ko vkSj “;kek us fpFkM+s ]Vksdjh ]nkuk&ikuh dkfuZl ij D;ksa j[kk\ 

9- v{kjksa ds lkFk ,d u, ;qx dh “kq:vkr dSls gqbZ  \ 

10- v{kjksa dh [kkst dk flyflyk dc vkSj dSls “kq: gqvk \ 

11- ;g xhr dgk¡ ls fy;k x;k gS vkSj fdlus fy[kk  \ 

12- ,sls &,sls ukVd esa dkSu &dkSu ls pfj= gSa \ uke fyf[k,A 

13- ek¡ eksgu ds ,sls &,sls dgus ij D;ksa ?kcjk jgha Fkh \ 

14- jktIik us ukxjktu dk vyce vaxhBh esa D;ksa Mkyk \ 

15- ^e/kqeD[kh vkSj jktIik esa D;k lekurk Fkh \ 
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1/vi/maths 
 

NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (Term-1) Class- VI 

Session-2020-21 

Subject: Mathematics   

Chapter – Knowing Our Numbers 

Name: _______________                          Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1. Fill in the blanks:- 

(a) 1 million = __________________ hundred thousand. 

(b) 1 crore = ______________ ten lakh. 

(c) 1 crore = _____________ million  

(d) 1 million = ____________ lakh 

Q2. Write the numbers in expanded form. 

(a) 3457865 

(b) 40350894 

Q3. Write the following numbers in words. 

(a) 6, 00, 87,971 

(b) 83, 17, 29,614 

(c) 254,789,610 

(d) 36,754,981 

Q4. Medicine is packed in boxes, each weighing 4kg 500g. How many such boxes can be 

loaded in a van which cannot carry beyond 800 kg? 

Q5. How many hours make a year? 

Q6. There were 48 groups of 172 people. How many people were there in all? 

Q7. Round off the following numbers to the given place value. 

(a) 46236; thousands  ________________ 

(b)  7297 ; tens   ________________ 
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(c) 29522; thousands  ________________ 

Q7. Estimate the following products using general rule: 

(a) 578 X 161    

(b) 1291 X 592 

Q8. Write the following numbers in Roman Numerals. 

(a) 75  (b) 150 (c) 345 (d) 91 

Q9. Write the following in Hindu-Arabic numerals. 

(a) CCXXII (b) MCV  (c) CXLV (d) LXVIII   (e)CXXIX 

Q10. Find the difference between the greatest and the least 6-digit number formed by 

using the digits 3,6,9,7,5 and 2. 

Q11. Write the greatest 6-digit number. Also, write its successor. 

Q12. Write the smallest 7-digit number. Also write its predecessor. 

Q13. How many lakhs make a million? 

Q14. How many millions make a crore? 

Q15. Make the greatest and the smallest 6-digit numbers, using any six different digits 

with conditions as given below: 

(a) 7 at tens place        (b) 3 at thousands place           (c) 2 at lakhs place 

Q16. Out of 7, 12,340 and 71, 23,400 which number is greater and by how much? 

Q18.Write the greatest and the smallest 6-digit numbers, using the digits (digits may 

repeat): 

(a) 1, 3 and 7   (b) 3, 0, 5and 7          (c) 2 and 6 

Q19. Write each of the following numbers in figures: 

(a) Fifty crore, forty lakh, sixty thousand, nine. 

(b) Ninety Million, nine 

(c) Eight crore, thirteen lakh, forty thousand, twelve. 

(d)  Six million, three hundred fifty-two thousand, nine hundred forty-six. 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Playing with Numbers 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1. Write all the factors of the following numbers: 

(a) 36  (b) 12 (c) 23   (d) 27   (e) 21 

Q2. Write the first five multiples of : 

(a) 13  (b) 17    (c) 19 

Q3. Write down separately the prime and composite numbers less than 20. 

Q4. Write seven consecutive composite numbers less than 100 so there is no prime 

number between them. 

Q5. Write five pairs of prime numbers less than 20 whose sum is divisible by5. 

Q6. Use divisibility tests, which of the following numbers are divisible by 2; by 3; by 5; by 

9 ?   

(a) 621       (b) 726  (c) 990 (d) 2500 (e) 8256 (f) 640389 

Q7. Using divisibility tests, determine which of the following numbers are divisible by 11: 

(a) 10824 (b) 70169308 (c) 10000001 

Q8. Find the common factors of : 

(a) 20 and 28 (b) 56 and 120 

Q9. Find the common factors of 75, 60,and 210. 

Q10. Find the prime factorisations of 980. 

Q11. Write the greatest 4-digit number and express it in the terms of its prime factors. 
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Q12. Find the HCF of the following numbers: 

(a) 18, 48  (b) 12, 45, 75     (c) 34 , 102 (d) 91, 112, 49 

Q13. The traffic lights at three different road crossings change after every 48 seconds, 72 

seconds and 108 seconds respectively. If they change simultaneously at 7 a.m., at what 

time will they change simultaneously again? 

Q14. Find the least number which when divided by 6,15 and 18 leave remainder 5 in each 

case. 

Q15. Find the least number which when divided by 12,16,24 and 36 leaves remainder 7 in 

each case. 

Q16. Two tankers contain 850 litres and 680 litres of kerosene oil respectively. Find the 

maximum capacity of a container which can measure the kerosene oil of both the tankers 

when used an exact number of times. 

Q17. Find the LCM of 20,25 and 30. 

Q18. Find the smallest 4-digit number which is divisible by 18, 24 and 32. 

Q19. Find the LCM of 16, 24 and 54. 

Q20. Write the greatest 4-digit number and give its prime factorisation. 

Q21. Find the greatest 5-digit number exactly divisible by 18, 24 and 30. 

Q22. Find whether or not 3414 is divisible by  

(a) 2          (b)   3              (c) 5                        (d) 9 

Q23. Find the HCF and the LCM of the following pairs of numbers: 

a) 145, 232           (b) 693, 1001          c) 490, 1150 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Integers 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1. Write opposite of the following: 

(a) Loss of Rs.800   (b) 30km north 

(c) 2 % decrease in population   

(d) 100m above sea level 

Q2.Represent the following numbers on a number line: 

(a) +5  (b) -6  (c) -1  (d) 0  (e) -4 

Q3.In each of the following pairs, which number is to the right of the other on the number 

line? 

(a) -3 , -8 (b) -11,10 (c) 0, -1   (d) -6, 6 

Q4. Write the all integers between the given pairs. 

(a) 0 and -7   (b) -30 and -23  (c) -4 and 4 

Q5. Write four negative integers greater than -20. 

Q6. Write four integers less than -10 

Q7. Using the number line write the integer which is: 

 

(a) 6 less than 2 

(b) 5 more than -5 

Q8. Use number line and add the following integers: 

(a) 9 + (-6) 

(b) (-2) + 8 + (-4) 
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(c) (-5) + 10 

Q9. Add without using number line: 

(a) 11+ (-7) 

(b) (-217) + (-100) 

(c) (-250) + (+150) 

Q10. Find the sum of: 

(a) 137 and -354 

(b) -50, -200 and 300 

(c) (-10)+92+84 and (-15) 

(d) -312,39 and 192 

(e) (37) + (-2)+(-65)+ (-8) 

 

Q11. Which of the statements are true (T) or false (F) ? 

(a) The negative of a negative integer is a negative integer. 

(b) The sum of two integers cannot be Zero. 

(c) The absolute Value of -7 is 7. 

(d) Zero is greater than every negative integer. 

e) -14 > -8-(-7) 

f ) -5 -2 < -8 

g) -7 -3= (-3) – (-7) 
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                                                  NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Whole Numbers 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1. Write the three whole numbers occurring just before 10001. 

Q2. Add the following by suitable rearrangement. 

(a) 65+107+35 

(b) 172+87+28 

(c) 1962 + 453 + 1538 + 647 

Q3. Find the product by suitable rearrangement: 

(a) 125 X 40 X 8 X25 

(b) 81265 X 169 – 81265X 69 

(c) 1769 X 557 + 1769 X 663 – 1769 X 220 

Q4. Find the product using suitable properties. 

(a) 738 X 103 

(b) 258 X 1008 

(c) 1005 X 168 

Q5. Study the patterns and answer the questions. 

(a) (9 X 9 ) + 7= 88 

     ( 98 X 9) +6= 888 

     (987 X 9)+5 = 8888 

(i) What will be the next step? 

(ii) How can we write 888888 using the above pattern? 
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Q6. Match the following. 

(a) 2+ (4+8) = (2+4)+8     (i) Distributive identity 

(b) 2 +3 = 3+2       (ii) Commutative Identity 

(c) 6+0 = 0+6        (iii) Identity Property 

(d) 0+87 = 87         (iv) Multiplicative Identity 

(e) (50+78)X 45= 50 X 45 + 78 X 45       (v) Associative Identity 

(f) 1X9 =9            (vi) Additive identity 

Q7. Write true or false for the following statements. 

(a) 0 is the predecessor of 1 in the collection of natural numbers.    __________ 

(b) Every whole number has a successor.   ___________ 

(c) The successor of a 3- digit number is always a 3-digit number._________ 

(d) The collection of whole numbers is closed under subtraction. _________ 

(e) Every whole numbers has a predecessor. __________ 

(f) Multiplication is distributive over addition for whole numbers. ____________ 

(g) The predecessor of a 2-digit number can be a 1-digit number. _________ 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Basic Geometrical Ideas 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

Q1. Draw a rough figure and label suitably in each of the following case: 

(a) Point P lies on AB 

 

(b) XY and PQ intersect at M 

(c) Line l contains E and F but not D. 

  

(d) OP and OQ meet at O. 

 

Q2. Draw any Polygon and shade its interior. 

Q3. Draw rough diagrams to illustrate the following: 

(a) Open curve  (b) Closed curve 

 

Q4.Draw rough diagrams of two angles such that they have 

(a) One point in common 

(b) Two points in common 

(c) Three points in common 

(d) Four points in common 

(e) One ray in common 
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Q5. Identify three triangles in the figures. 

 

(a) Write the names of seven angles. 

(b) Write the names of six lines segments. 

(c) Which two triangles have <B as common? 

 

Q6. Draw a Rough sketch of a quadrilateral KLMN. State, 

(a) two pairs of opposite side, 

(b) two pairs of opposite angles, 

(c) two pairs of adjacent sides, 

(d) two pairs of adjacent angles. 

 

Q7. Draw any Circle and mark 

(a) its centre    (b) a radius 

(c) a diameter    (d) a sector 

(e) a segment     (f) a point in its interior 

(g) a point in its exterior                          (h) an arc 
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Q8. Write true or false for the following statements. 

(a) A point has no length, width or thickness.   ___________ 

(b) Two lines in a plane always intersect at a point.  ___________ 

(c) Through two distinct points, we can draw many lines ___________ 

(d) Two non- parallel line segments will always intersect. ___________ 

(e) A Circle is a Polygon       ___________ 

(f) Three lines taken in pairs can intersect at the most in three points. _______ 

 

Q9. Fill in the blanks. 

(a) The curve that does not cross itself is called a ______________ curve. 

(b) The number of diagonals of a pentagon is ________________. 

(c) Three or more points are ____________, if they lie on a line. 

(d) A _______________________is a polygon having four sides. 

(e)Two lines lying in a plane __________, if they are not parallel to each other. 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Understanding Elementary Shapes 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1. What fraction of a clockwise revolution does the hour hand of a clock turn through 

when it goes from 

(a) 12 to 9 

(b) 6 to 3 

(c) 1 to 10 

Q2. Where will be the hand of a clock stop if it 

(a) Starts at 12 and makes 
 

 
 of a revolution, clockwise? 

(b) Starts at 5 and makes 
 

 
 of a revolution, clockwise? 

(c) Starts at 2 and make 
 

 
 of a revolution, clockwise? 

Q3. What part of a revolution have you turned through by the hour hand of a clock when 

it goes from 

(a) 3 to 6 

(b) 5 to 11 

(c) 12 to 9 

(d) 10 to 1 

Q4. Where will the hour hand of a clock stop if it starts 

(a) From 10 and turns 3 right angles? 
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(b) From 7 and turns through 2 straight angles? 

Q5. Match of the following: 

Measures of Triangle     Type of Triangle 

(i) 3 sides of equal length    (a) Scalene 

(ii) 2 sides of equal length    (b) Isosceles right angled 

(iii) All sides are of different length   (c) Obtuse- angled 

(iv) 3acute angles       (d) Right-angled 

(v) a right angle       (e) Equilateral 

 

(vi) an obtuse angle      (f) Acute – angled 

(vii) a right angle with two sides of equal length   (g) Isosceles 

 

Q6. From the following data, identify the types of triangles: 

(a) Sides – 3cm, 4cm and 5 cm 

(b) Angles- 45°, 45° and 90° 

(c) Angles- 120°, 30° and 30° 

 

Q7. Give reason for the following: 

(a) A Square can be thought of as a special triangle. 

(b) A rectangle can be thought of as a special parallelogram. 

(c) A square can be thought of as a special Rhombus. 

(d) Squares, rectangles, parallelograms all are quadrilaterals. 

(e) Square is also a parallelogram. 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

Assignment (term-1) 

Class- VI 

Subject: Mathematics 

Chapter – Data Handling 

Name: _______________   Roll No._______________ 

 

Q1.In an examination, the grades achieved by 40 students of a class are given below 

B, C, C, E, A, C, B, B, D, D, D, D, B, C, C, C, A, C, B, E, A, D, C, B, E, C, B, E, C, D, A, B, C, E, D, 

D, A, A, C, E 

 (a) Arrange the grades using tally marks 

(a) How many students get grade A? 

(c) How many students get grade E? 

(d) The grade where maximum students are present 

(e) The grade where minimum students are present 
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Q2. Following pictograph shows the number of girls in five classes. 

 
 

 

 

Answer the below questions: 

(a) Which class has the minimum number of girls? 

 (b) Which class has the maximum number of girls? 

(c) How many girls are there in Class 6? 

 (d) What is the total number of girls in the Classes 6 to 9? 

 

Q3. The following bar graph shows the number of car in a society based on 

the color type. Read the bar graph and answer the following questions: 
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 (a)Which color car is preferred by the owners? 

(b) which two colors have same number of cars? 

(c) how many different type of car color is available in the society? 

d) The number of car having blue color is 5 more than number of car having 

red car.  Is this a true statement? 

e) The total number of car available in the society is _________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4. The number of Mathematics books sold by a shopkeeper on six 

consecutive days in shown table below : 

Days Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Number 
of books 
sold 

65 40 30 50 20 70 

 

Draw a bar graph to represent the above information choosing the scale of your choice. 

 

Q5. Following table shows the number of bicycles manufactured in a factory 
during the years 1998 to 2002. Illustrate this data using a bar graph. Choose a 
scale of your choice. 
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                                          NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL           

                                                    SESSION: 2020-21 

                                                         CLASS-VI 

                                                  ASSIGNMENT (TERM-I) 

                                                     SUBJECT: SCIENCE 

 

                        CHAPTER –1, FOOD WHERE DOES IT COMES FROM 

 

Name :  _________ 

Q1.Fill in the blanks given below- 

Roll No.____________ 

 

1. Nutrients protect the body from  ______. 

2. Living things which derive nutrition from others are known as  ______. 

3. Substances that are used in the preparation of food are called________ 

4.   ___________feeds on the dead bodies of plants and animals. 

 Q2.Match the following. 

1.Goat                 a. Scavenger 

2.Wolf                 b. Omnivore 

3.Crow                 c. Decomposers 

4.Bacteria                  d. Carnivore 

5. Hyena                  e. Parasite 

6.Leeches                  f. Herbivore  

Q3. State whether it is True or False. 
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1. All food items have at least three ingredients.     

2. Plants and animals are our only sources of food.    

3. We eat the leaves of spinach.                             

4. A food chain can end with a carnivore or omnivore.     

Q4. Answer the following questions in detail: 

1. Decomposers are called cleaning agents. Explain. 

2. Name two edible seeds from which oil is extracted. 

3. List the difference between scavengers and parasites. 

4. With the help of examples, describe how different parts of plant serve as the 

sources of food. 

5. Name any two plants that produce sugar. 

6. Name any three products provided by animals and plants individually. 7.Which 

part of the plant we generally eat? 

7. What is food? 

8. Explain the term herbivores. 

9. Create a tabular column showing the difference between herbivores,carnivores 

and omnivores with examples. 

10. Mention four fruits which we consume as vegetables. 

11. Mention any one plant which grows in water and is consumed as food. 

12. Portrait any three ways which can be very effective to prevent wastage of food. 

Q.5 Answer in one –word : 

1. Name one food ingredient. 

2. Name the sources of food ingredients. 

3. Which part of the plant is the sources of cooking oil? 

4. What is common to cheese ,butter,ghee and curd? 
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5. The food we take at noon time. 

6. The materials needed to prepare any food item. 

7. The process by which green plants make their own food. 

8.The common name for milk ,butter,cheese,khoya,kulfi. 

9.The parts of plants which are used to add taste and flavor to the food. 

Q.6  Define the  following terms- 

1. Ingredients 

2. Cereals 

3. Carnivores   

Q.7  Tick the correct answer- 

1.Which of the following taken mostly in breakfast? 

(a) Rice pulao        (b) curd         (c) butter-toast         (d) ice-cream 

2. Which of the following is a herbivore? 

(a) man                    (b) elephant      (c) frog                  (d) sparrow 

3.Which of the following is obtained from animals? 

(a) honey                  (b) pigeon-pea           (c) chick peas   (d) lentil 

4. Which of the following contain sugar stored in them? 

(a) carrot and radish (b) potato and pumpkin     (c) cinnamon and cloves 

 (d) sugarcane and beetroot   

  Q.8  Diagram Practice- 

    1. Food material and sources 

    2. Food ingredients 

    3. Herbivore animals(one) 
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                                    CHAPTER 2- Components of Food 

 

 Q1.Fill in the blanks given below- 

1. Vitamins protect our body against  . 

2.   ____and  ____are the minerals that help to keep the bones and teeth 

strong and healthy. 

3. __  _____is a disease caused by deficiency of vitamin A. 

4. __  _____are the body building food.  

Q2. Match the following. 

1.Protein deficiency a. vitamin C 

2.Protective foods b. kwashiorkar 

3.Citrus fruits            c. vitamins and minerals 

4.Iodine                       d. anaemia 

5.Vitamin D                       e. goitre 

6.Iron                        f. rickets 

Q3. State whether it is True or False. 

1. Carrot is rich in vitamins.                                 

2. Roughage is not a dietary fibre.                             

3. Vitamin E deficiency causes beriberi.                 

4. Water helps in the regulation of body temperature.    

Q4. Answer the following questions in detail-
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1. Name the essential nutrients present in a balanced diet. 

2. Which food is referred to as energy giving foods? Give examples. 

3. How are proteins important for the body? 

    4. Mention the major nutrients that are present in our food?  

    5.Mention any two foods that are rich in: 

     i) Fats  

     ii)Starch 

    iii) Dietry fiber 

    iv)Protein 

   6. Do all foods contain all the required nutrients? 

   7. Mention any two nutrients that provide energy.  

   8. Mention any two protein sources that animal provide. 

   9. Explain the term roughage. 

  10. What are nutrients?Name the major nutrients. 

  11. What are the functions of carbohydrates? 

  12. What are the functions of proteins? 

  13. What are the functions of minerals? 

  14. Write the functions of water in our body?  

  15. What is obesity? 

  16.What are deficiency diseases? 17.What is a balanced diet? 

Q.5 Diagram Practice- 

   1. The five major minerals and their source food. 

   2. A boy ginning by hand 

   3. Process of weaving 
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                                       CHAPTER 3- FIBRE TO FABRIC 

Q1. Tick the correct option. 

1. Which of the following is a synthetic fibre? 

a. Cotton b. Wool 

c. Rayon d. Hemp 

2. Which of these is an animal fibre? 

a. Silk b. Cotton 

c. Linen d. Jute 

3. Linen is obtained from which plant? 

a. Hemp plant b. Flax plant 

c. Cotton plant d. Jute plant  

Q2.Fill in the blanks given below- 

1.        and  ________are synthetic fibres. 

2. Flax is  ________fibre. 

3. The process by which the fleece is removed from an animal is called 

  ________. 

4.   ________and _  ________are obtained from plant fibres. 

5.     _____and   ______are animal fibres. 

Q3. True and false- 

1. The output of fibres are called Yam. 

2. Spinning –it is a process of making fibres. 
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3. Coconut’s outer cover is jute. 

4. The stem of the plant gives silk fibre. 5.The natural fibre is polyster. 

Q3. Match the following. 

1.Cotton          a. Synthetic fibre 

2.Coir          b. Silk worm 

3.Wool          c. Coconut 

4.Silk           d. Ginning 

5. Linen          e. Sheep 

6.Nylon          f. Flax 

Q4. Answer the following questions in detail. 

1. Define fibres. What are the different kinds of natural fibres used to make 

clothes? 

2. Name the process by which fabric is made from fibre using looms. 

3. Define shearing. 

4. Give two uses of: (i) jute (ii) cotton 

5. Write any two things got from coconut fibre. 

6. Jute and cotton are obtained from which part of the plant?  

7. Name the different types of fibres? 

8.Define ginning in cotton?  

9.What is meant by (a) spinning and (b)weaving? 
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                          CHAPTER 4-Sorting Materials Into Groups 

 Q1. Tick the correct option. 

Which of the following is immiscible in water? 

a) common salt b) sugar      c)   cooking oil        d) all of these 

  2. Which of the following floats on water? 

 a) wood             b) steel               c) glass         d) copper  

3. Which one of the following object  is translucent? 

(a) cloud                   b)cardboard       c) glass           d)groundnut oil 

4. One of the following could be an animal. This one is: 

(a) cucumber           b) crane              c) cactus          d) croton 

5. The hardest natural material known is: 

a) wood                     b) teeth              c) stone          d) diamond              

Q2.Fill in the blanks given below- 

1. Matter is anything that has  and occupies  . 

2. Cooking oil is  in water. 

3. Glass is a  substance.  

4. Mustard oil and water are________liquids 

Q3. Match the following. 

1. Most metals    a. Transparent 

2. Iron               b. Floats in water 

3. Wood               c. Have lustre 

4. Stone               d. Attracted by magnet 

5. Sugar               e. Sinks in water 

6. Water               f. Soluble in water 
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Q.4 Very short answer type questions- 

1. Name two materials having luster(shiny appearance). 

2. Name two transparent liquids. 

3. Name two objects made from opaque materials. 

4. Name an electrical device which uses magnetic materials. 

5. Write one property of metals. 

Q.5 Short Answer  Questions : 

 1. What is meant by the  term matter? 

 2. What are insulators ? Give one example. 

3. Why are cooking utensils made of copper or  aluminium and their handles of 

hard plastic?  

4. What is meant by a magnetic material ? Name one magnetic material. 

5. Name five objects which  can be made from wood. 

6. Classify the following into transparent, translucent and opaque materials: 

  Butter paper, Cardboard, Glass, Water, Air, Brick, wall, Aluminium sheet. 

Q.6 Define the following terms- 

1. Soluble substances                   2. Transparent materials             3.Grouping of  

objects                                             4. Magnetic substance                 5. Grouping 

Q.7 Diagram Practice: 

1. Soluble and Insoluble Activity 

2. Any four object around us. 
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                               CHAPTER 5- Separation of Substances 

Q1. Tick the correct option. 

1.Most of the substances we see around us are: 

a. pure elements b. mixtures    c. impure substances d. pure compounds 

2.Which of the following is a heterogeneous solution? 

a. salt and water b. mud and water  c. sugar and water   d. both a and c 

3.A common substance used in loading is: 

a. iron b. alum   c. sand d. chlorine 

 Q2.Fill in the blanks given below- 

1.Grains are separated from their stalks by the process of ___________. 

2. At homes, wheat flour is sieved to remove  __________. 

3. Solubility  _________with increase in temperature.  

4.Salt is obtained from sea water by the process of   _______. 

5. The method of separating seeds of paddy from its stalks is called___________. 

Q3. Very Short –Answer Questions:  

1. What is winnowing ? Where is it used? 

2. What is sieving ? Where is it used? 

3. How will you separate sand and water from their mixture? 

4. Is it possible to separate sugar mixed with wheat flour?If yes,how you do it? 

5. What is a mixture? Give five examples of mixtures. 

6. Why do we need to separate different components of a mixture? Explain with 

examples? 
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                                     CHAPTER 6- Changes Around Us 

Q1. Tick the correct option. 

 Rusting of iron is an example of : 

a. physical change  b. chemical change c. all of these d. none of these 

2.Formation of curd from milk is a    

a. physical change     b. chemical change        c. all of these     d. none of these 

3.Which of the following is an example of reversible change? 

a. burning of paper    b. melting of ice  c. cooking food d. rusting of iron  

Q2.Fill in the blanks given below- 

1.During a  ______change, new substances are formed. 

2.The process of converting liquid into vapours is called  ________. 

3.The original substance that takes part in a reaction is called  ________. 

Q3. Define the following. 

1.Reversible change 

  2.Irreversible change 

 Q4 Short answer Questions- 

 1.Give example to explain the difference between changes that can or cannot be 

reversed. 

2.Give two examples of reversible changes. 

3.Give two examples of irreversible changes. 

4.Write the difference between reversible and irreversible  changes. 

5.How does curd being set? Is this change reversible? 

6.What happens when sugar is heated? 

7.Can you say deforestation is an irreversible or reversible? 
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                                                 CHAPTER  14–  WATER 

         

Q1.Fill in the blanks:  

1.The process by which plants evaporate water is called _________________. 

2.The major natural source of water is _________________. 

3. Water vapour gets added to the atmosphere by _________________ and 

___________________. 

4.Water disappears from wet clothes by the process of ___________________. 

5. The source of water below the ground such as wells, tubewells, lakes etc. is 

known as _______. 

6. Many tiny water droplets high up in the air, come together and fall down as 

_____________, __________ and ___________. 

 

Q2. Name the following: 

1.Two natural sources of water. _________ ,________ 

2. The state caused by very little or no rain for a long period. ___________ 

3.The continuous circulation of water in nature _____________ 

4.Four uses of water at home. __________ , _________ , __________ ,_________ 

6. Shortage of water is called __________. 

7. Which is considered to be the purest form of natural water _________ 

 

Q3. Write true or false: 

1. As water vapour rises higher up it gets cooler  _________ 

2. Life is possible on earth without water: __________ 

3. Saline water is fit for drinking and other domestic, agricultural and industrial 

needs________ 

4. Evaporation of water takes place at all times ________ 

5. Water can be conserved by planting more trees. _______ 

6. About two-thirds of the earth is covered with water. ______ 

7. When water is heated, it changes into ice. _______ 

Q4. Define the following: 

 1.Water cycle. 

2.Rainwater harvesting. 

3. Evaporation  

4. Condensation. 

 

Q5.Draw, colour and label the water cycle. 
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                         CHAPTER  16–  GARBAGE IN, GARBAGE  OUT 

              

 Q1. Name the following :- 

1. The process of formation of manure.  ________________ 

2. Domestic and Industrial waste water.  _______________ 

3. Area where the garbage collected from city or town is dumped. 

________________  

4. These are used to make vermi composting. __________________ 

5. This is harmful and cannot be decomposed. __________________ 

6. Organic part of waste like fruit, veg peels, tealeaves. _______________ 

 Q2.Place following waste into two groups - rotton or decomposed and not 

decomposed. tea leaves, piece of cloth, polythene bag, broken glass fruit-vegetable 

peels, News paper, Iron nails, paper bags. 

 

     WASTE CAN BE DECOMPOSED      WASTE CANNOT BE DECOMPOSED 

  

Q4.Make flower or any useful thing by using waste material like peelings of pencil, 

paper cuttings, pulses.  

Q5.Write three ways to minimise over use of plastics. 

Q6 Do you think it is better to use compost instead of chemical 

fertilizers? Why? 

Q7.Why should you not burn dry leaves? 

Q8.Explain the construction and working of landfill? 

Q9.What is composting?How can we do vermicomposting ? 

Q10.How can we recycle paper? 
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CH-1: What, Where, How and When 

1. How does the study of past help us? 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 

  . 
2. Name the two types of literary sources of past. 

_ 
_ 
_ 
_ 
. 

3. What Archaeologists do? 
_ 
_ 
. 

4. Why did people travel in the past? 
_ 
_ 

  . 

Q5) Fill in the blanks. 

1.   are written records engraved on rocks. 
 

2. People started growing rice and wheat near  and  . 
3. The geography of a country plays a  role in its history. 

4. People from  and  named the country India after river Indus. 

ROLL NO    NAME    
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CH 2: On the Trail of the earliest people 

1. What material was used to make tools at Hunsgi? 
 
 

. 

2. What are habitation sites? Why did people choose them? Give example? 
 
 

 

 

  . 

3. What is the importance of Bhimbetka in history? 
 

  . 

4. What is a Paleolithic period? 
 
 

. 

5. Why did the communities of early man emerge on the banks of rivers? 
 
 

. 

6. What do cave paintings usually depict? What information do they give us? 
 
 

 

 

 

. 

7. Mention the archaeological sources that tell us about Man ‘s life in the early period. 
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CH 3: From gathering to growing food 

1. Where have the traces of pit-houses been found? 
 
 

. 

2. Where did the early man store the grain? 
 
 

. 

3. What are literary sources? Which are the main literary sources for the study of Indian 
history? 

 
 

 

 

 

. 

4. How did the life change with the beginning of agriculture? 
 
 

 

 

  . 

5. What are the activities of the members of a tribe? 
 
 

 

. 

6. Describe the site of Mehrgarh? Why is it important? 
 
 

 

 

 

. 
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CH-4 In the Earliest Cities  
 

1. What is the story of Harappa? Write in a few words. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________. 

2. Very often, old buildings are pulled down to make way for new construction. Do you think it 
is important to preserve old buildings? 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________. 

3. Explain Faience. 

____________________________________________________________________________. 

4. What are Raw Materials? 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________. 

5. Write about Seals and sealings. 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________. 

 

6. How do archaeologists know that cloth was used in the Harappan civilisation? 

___________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________. 

7. Why were metals, writing, the wheel, and the plough important for the Harappans? 

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________. 
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CIVICS 

Ch 1: Understanding Diversity 

1. How do we explain diversity? 
 
 

  . 

2. What is the famous festival of Kerala? 
 
 

  . 

3. Discuss the economy of Ladakh. 
 
 

 
 

4-What do you think living in India with its rich heritage of diversity adds to your life? 
 
 

 

 

 

  . 

5. What is ‘Unity in Diversity’? 
 
 

 

  . 

6. What do you mean by inequality? Give an example of it 
 
 

 

  . 

7.Who was Ibn Battuta? Name the places of his visit? 

 

 

 

  . 
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CH 2 Diversity and Discrimination 
Q1: Why India is called a secular state? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
Q2: Where Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar does derives his name "Ambedkar"? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Q3: State the main reason behind Muslim girls not attending school? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________. 
Q4: Define constitution. 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________ 
Q5: List all the things that that make people prejudice of others? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________. 
Q6: Why is secularism an important principle in a democracy? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________. 
Q7: What happens when we act on our prejudices and stereotypes? 
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________. 
Q8: Write short notes on Rural and urban people? 
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________. 
Q9: What do you mean by “Mahars”? 
________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________. 
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CH 3: What is government? 

1. What is the aim of our democracy? 
 
 

 

 

  . 

2. What is meant by Universal Adult Franchise? 
 
 

 

  . 

3. What is the meaning of the federal form of government? 
 
 

 

  . 

4. Why do we need laws? 
 
 

 

  . 

5.Does everyone in India have access to the courts? 

 

 

  . 

6.What are the prerequisites of democracy? 

 

 

 

  . 
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CH 3: Key Elements of democratic government 

1. What is social equality? 
 
 

 

 
 

2. What is the key idea of a democratic government? 
 
 

 

  . 

3. Define apartheid law 
 
 

 

 
 

4. Why do conflicts occur in our society? 
 
 

 

 

  . 

5.What is meant by political equality? 

 

  . 

6.Where did the word democracy come from? 

 
 

7. Define fraternity. 
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GEOGRAPHY 
 
 

CH 1: Our Earth in the Solar System 

1. What is a Galaxy? Name our Galaxy. 
 
 

  . 

2. What is a satellite? 
 
 

 

  . 

3.Why earth is called a unique planet? 

 

 

 

  . 
  . 

4.What is another name of sapta-Rishi mandal? 

 

  . 

5.Why astronauts experience weightlessness? 

 

  . 

6.Stars twinkle but planets do not, why? 

 

_    

7.Name the following. 

1. A Dwarf planet    

2. Hottest planet   _ 

3. Largest planet    
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CH 2: The Globe- Latitudes and Longitudes 

1. What is the Standard Meridian of India? 
 
 

 

 
 

2. How to calculate time using longitudes? 
 
 

 

  . 

3.What is the great circle? 

 

 

 
 

4. Frigid Zones are very cold because 
 
 

 

 
 

5. Why places on different heat zones have different climate? 
 
 

 

. 

6. Why do places beyond Tropics have moderate temperature? 
 
 

. 
7. Which country has the highest number of time zones? 

 
 

 

 

  . 
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CH  3: Motions of the Earth 

1. Define orbital plane? 
 
 

 

  . 

2. When are sun ‘s rays direct on the equator? 
 
 

  . 

3.Differentiate between the summer solstice and winter solstice. 

 
 
 

4. What is circle of illumination? 
 
 

 

 
 

5. Why our shadow seems to be long in the morning and evening but short in noon? 
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CH 4: Maps. 

1. What are the four cardinal directions? 
 
 

 

  . 

2.What are the shortcomings of a globe? 

 

 

 

 

  . 

2. Name three main components of a map 
 
 

 

 

  . 

3. What are the different types of maps? 
 

   

4. What is floor plan? 
 
 

  . 

5. Why are conventional symbols used in maps? 
 
 

 

 

  . 
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CH -5 Major Domains of the Earth 

 

 Fill in the blanks. 

(a) The deepest point on the earth is _____________ in the Pacific Ocean. 

(b) The _____________ Ocean is named after a country. 

(c) The _____________ is a narrow contact zone of land, water and air that supports life. 

(d) The continents of Europe and Asia together are known as _____________. 

(e) The highest mountain peak on the earth is _____________. 

Short Q&A: 

Q1: Why is the Northern Hemisphere called the land Hemisphere? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________. 
Q2: How does the atmosphere act as a blanket? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________.
Q3: Mention the layers of the atmosphere. Name the closest layer to the earth's surface? 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________.
Q4: Name the major oceans on the earth. 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________.
Q5: What do you mean by Strait? Name the Strait between India and Sri Lanka. 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________.
Q6: What is plateau? Name the two important plateaus of the world. 
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________. 
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(A)  Tick the correct answers. 

 

1. Who was the first person to hoist the Indian National Flag on foreign soil? 

a) Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru 

b) Bhikaji Rustam Cama 

c) Pingali Venkayya 

d) Shaheed Bhagat Singh 

2. When the length of the National Flag is 63 cm ,its breadth is 

a) 63 cm 

b) 36 cm 

c) 42 cm 

d) 24 cm 

3. The National flag should be flown on the official residence(s) of the 

a) President 

b) Vice President 

NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS-  VI 

ASSIGNMENT ( TERM I) 

SUB- GK 

CURRENT AFFAIRS 

NAME  _________________                                       ROLL  ________ 
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c) Prime Minister 

d) All of these 

4. This is a saline soda lake located in Buldhana district,Mharashtra.It was 

created by a meteor impact. 

 

a) Lonar  lake 

b) Power Lake 

c) Gorewada Lake 

d) Venna Lake 

5. Who was the first person to go into space and move around the world? 

a)  Jason Lewis 

b) Yuri Gagarin 

c) Loren Acton 

d) James Adamson 

(B) CURRENT AFFAIRS- 

   1.MS Dho i is the …………….captai  of I dia  cricket tea . 

              a.41 th  

             b.35 
th

 

            c.31 th 

            d.34 th 

  2. Name of the nokia’s mobile phone operator- 

            a. Androids 
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            b. Windows 

           c. Jawa 

          d. Symbian 

3.Which was the India’s first schedule airline? 

         a. Air India 

         b.Tata Airline 

        c. Air Birla 

       d. Indian Airlines 

4.Wall mart of India is associated with- 

     a. Big Bazar 

    b.Spencer’s Retail 

    c. Easy day store 

   d. Spur Retail 

5. What is the Current FDI upper cap in telecom India? 

   a.51% 

  b.74% 

 c. 49% 

 d.No cap 
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NEW HORIZON PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS-VI 

SESSION-2020-21 

ASSIGNMENT (TERM-1) 

SUBJECT-RELIGIOUS TEACHING 

CHAPTER-14 SARF 

NAME _______________                                                            ROLL NO ________ 

Q1-What is Sarf? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q2-Define Fi’l and Fa’il? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q3-What is Sega?Write the different names of Segas. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q4-Discuss the Segas of Mutakallim? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q5-What is Tasreef? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q6-When the Maddah is three or four lettered what are the names given to the 

letters according to their position? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q7-What is RubaiMujarrad and RubaiMazeedFih? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q8-What is Wazan and Mauzoon? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
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___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q10-How many Abwaab are there for SulasiMujarrad?What are they? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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                                                         CHAPTER-15 FI’L 

 

Q1-What is Fi’l,Fa’il and Mafool? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q2-How is Fi’l divided according to tense? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q3-How is Fi’l divided according to Mafool? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q4-How do you form MaziManfi? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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                                                  CHAPTER-16 Madi  

 

Q1-What is Madi?Give an example.  

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Q2-Mentio the types of Madi Give an example each. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q3-What is Madi Mutlaq, Madi Qareeb and Madi Baid. 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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Q4-Conjugate and translate Madi Mutlaq . 

                       CONJUGATION                                   TRANSLATION 
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CHAPTER-17 Mudari 

 

Q1-What is Fi’l Mudari? Give an example.  

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q2-What are the scales of Mudari? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

Q3-What are the signs of Mudari? 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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SUBJECT: COMPUTER 

A. Fill in the blanks. 

1. A ......................................................... is a set of instructions, which tells the computer 
what to do. 

2. The development of computer languages can be classified into …………………….. 
categories. 

3. The ................................................................................. language consists of binary numbers, i.e., 0 and 1. 

4. ……………………… convert the assembly language program into machine language. 

5. ……………………… language uses simple English words and Mathematical operators. 

6. …………………………………language uses mnemonic codes or symbols. 

7. ……………………………….. are the rules governing the formation of statements in a 
programming language. 

8. In binary language, 0 means ............................................................................ and 1 means ………………….state. 

 

 

B. State True or False. 

1. Machine language is the only language that a computer understands. 

2. Assembly language is regarded as the first generation language. 

3. Each programming language has its own specific rules. 

4. A Compiler converts a high level language program into machine language, line by line. 

5. High-level language program has to be converted into machine language by translator 

  programs. 

6. FORTRAN language was designed for business users. 

7. Programming is the process of writing specific instructions in a computer language. 

8. Machine language uses mnemonic codes. 

Machine 

High 

Syntax 

On 

Assembly 

Off 

Assembler

s 

Five Program 

Hints 



C. Multiple-choice questions. 

1. A program written in the assembly language is called .................................................................... . 

 a. Assembler b. Source Program c. Object Program 

2. An .................................................... converts a high-level language program into machine 
language, line by line. 

 a. Assembler b. Compiler   c. Interpreter 

3. The program converted into machine language by the translator is called ................................................... 

 a. Source Program b. Object Program  c. Assembler 

4. The term software was first used by .................................................................... . 

 a. John McCarthy b. John W. Tukey c. John von Neumann 

 

D. Answer the following questions. 
 

1. What do you mean by Machine language? 

............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 

2. How is Assembly language different from Machine language? 

............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................ 

 

3. What are the features of a high-level language? 

 

............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ..... 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. .................................................................................................................................. 

 
 



4. Differentiate between an interpreter and a compiler. 

............................................................................................................................. ............................................................................................................................. ..... 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................. 

 
............................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................ 

 

5. List any three characteristics of fourth-generation languages. 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

 
....................................................................................................................................................... ................................................................................................... .... 

E. Fill in the blanks. 

1. Microsoft Windows Media Player is used to run and ...................................................digital 
media files on a computer. 

2. Ripping refers to .................................................... songs from a CD/DVD to a computer. 

3. Different styles of writing characters/text in a specific size are known as ....................................................... 

4. ………………………..is used to remove the unnecessary files from a computer hard disk. 

5. ………………………. allows you to change Windows 10 into a touch-friendly interface 
called ‘Tablet Mode’. 

 

 

F. State True or False. 

 You can drag and drop an app from one desktop to another in the Task View pane. 

 Windows 10 automatically changes to Tablet mode if it detects that there is no 

keyboard attached. 

 The reading mode of Microsoft Edge opens a web page with only the pictures 
displayed. 

 Windows Hello enables you to perform quick actions such as adjusting the screen  

 brightness. 

 Burning a CD and ripping a CD are two entirely different operations. 
  

Disk Cleanup Continuum Copying Fonts Organize HINTS 


